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 Abstract: This paper identifies and focuses on two areas of concern in the extant literature on youth

 culture in Canada. The first is that analyses of contemporary developments in Canadian youth
 culture tend not to consider the potential contributions of the recent 'post-subculture' or 'club-
 culture' stands of theory that have emerged out of Britain. The second is that there is a relative lack

 of empirical research on the 'rave subculture' in Canada- a middle class culture of youth renown-

 ed for amphetamine drug-use, an interest in computer-generated music known as 'Techno,' and

 attendance at all-night 'rave' dance parties - a surprising absence considering the group's sizable

 membership, and the notoriety the group has received in popular media, government-related health

 reports, and scholarly work on youth in other countries. These concerns are addressed in this paper

 through a discussion of the post-subculture/clubculture tradition and its relationship to classical
 American and British theory, a report of results from an ethnographic study of the rave subculture

 in southern Ontario conducted from 1995-1998, and an analysis of the study's findings drawing on

 both traditional and contemporary perspectives on youth (presented as 'five theses on resistance').

 The paper concludes with a summary of the study's contributions to theory and research on youth
 culture both in Canada and generally, and with recommendations for future work in the area.

 Resume: Dans cet article, l'auteur s'attarde sur deux champs d'interet dans la recherche sur la cul-

 ture des jeunes au Canada. Le premier champ d'interet traite du fait que l'analyse des develop-
 pements contemporains de la culture des jeunes au Canada a tendance a ignorer les contributions
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 des recherches empiriques recentes provenant principalement de la Grande-Bretagne dans les
 domaines theoriques de lapost-sous-culture et de la clubculture. Le deuxieme champ d'interet traite

 du faitqu'il y aune lacune parrapport aux recherches empiriques dans le domaine de la sous-culture

 de la rave au Canada - un ph6nomene chez les jeunes de la classe moyenne caracteris6 par la
 consommation de drogues (amphttamines), un int6ert dans la musique d6velopp6e a partir de
 logiciel d'ordinateur connu sous la rubrique 'Techno' et une participation dans des parties de danse
 rave durant toute la nuit - une lacune surprenante compte-tenu du nombre important des jeunes

 raveurs qui participent, la notoriet6 que les jeunes raveurs recoivent dans les m6dias, les rapports

 de sante des gouvernements, et les recherches sur le sujet desjeunes raveurs a l'exterieur du Canada.

 Ces points font l'objet de cet article par l'entremise d'une discussion des caracteristiques de la post-

 sous-culture et de la clubculture et de leur relation avec les th6ories classiques americaines et
 britanniques, un rapport des r6sultats d'une etude ethnographique de la sous-culture de la rave dans

 le sud de l'Ontario entreprise de 1995 a 1998, et une analyse des resultats de l'6tude a partir des

 perspectives traditionnelles et contemporaines sur les jeunes (present6e sous cinq theses sur la

 r6sistance). Cet article se termine avec un sommaire des contributions theoriques sur la culture des

 jeunes au Canada et ailleurs et avec des recommandations pour les recherches futures dans ce
 domaine.

 Although a tradition of ethnographic research on youth subcultures in Canada
 has emerged since the 1980s, one of the most prominent and historically signi-
 ficant subcultures of the 1990s and now the millennium, the 'rave' subculture,

 has generally been overlooked for its substantive and theoretical importance
 in Canadian youth studies. The lack of research on rave culture - a middle
 class culture of youth renowned for amphetamine drug-use, an interest in
 computer-generated music known as 'Techno', and attendance at all-night
 'rave' dance parties - is surprising considering the notoriety the group has
 received in popular media, in government-related health reports, and in
 scholarly work on youth in other countries.' For example, there have been
 countrywide warnings from Health Canada about the potentially fatal effects
 of the most well known rave-related amphetamine drug, 'Ecstacy' (Blanch-
 field, 1996). The cover story of a recent MacLean's newsmagazine included
 the title caption "Rave Fever: Kids Love these Parties, But the Drugs Can Kill"
 (Oh, 2000) while a cover story of TIME magazine's Canadian edition was
 entitled "What Ecstasy does to your brain" (Cloud, 2000). The CBC's "Na-
 tional News" commonly includes segments on 'drugs and rave', with the most

 1. Rave culture's roots lie in the 1970s American dance music scenes of New York, Chicago and

 Detroit, and more recently (and notoriously) in Britain, where rave emerged in 1988 during what

 came to be known as the "second summer love." In Britain in the particular, the subsequent
 criminalization of the rave scene and incorporation of the rave scene (by the mainstream music

 industry) led the culture to become more grounded in nightclub venues (and ravers became
 clubbers). In Toronto, the scene went through a similar transition a few years later, with the
 scene being 'underground' in the early and mid- 1990s, and eventually moving into legal venues

 and clubs in the late 1990s and presently (see Collin, 1997, Reitveld, 1998 and Reynolds, 1998
 for overviews of rave history, and Silcott, 1999 for an overview of Canadian rave history).
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 The Canadian Rave Scene and Five Theses on Youth Resistance 375

 recent reports outlining an inquest into drug-related rave deaths. Other less
 critical/panicked media have tended to revere the 'neo-hippie' attitudes of the

 rave subculture, depicting rave as an appealing, romantic, 'new age' youth
 subculture (e.g., Bradley, 1994; Landale, 1998; McLaren, 1998).

 These depictions of the rave as either a 'societal concern/moral panic' or
 'glamorous and sensational' are usually speculative and overly simplistic.
 Although rave has received attention in British cultural studies literature,
 where the culture's distinctly 'late century' (i.e., pro-technology, pleasure
 seeking, subtly resistant and/or non-oppositional) character inspired theorists
 such as Redhead (1997), Thornton (1995), Reynolds (1997) and McRobbie
 (1994) to proclaim that conventional explanations of youth cultures are now
 out-of-date, in Canadian research on youth, rave has remained in the sub-
 cultural shadows of groups like punks and skinheads. To date, studies of youth

 culture in Canada have been largely guided by theories drawn from the
 American delinquency tradition (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960; Cohen, 1955;
 Merton, 1957, Sutherland, 1937) and British subcultural studies (Hall and Jef-

 ferson, 1976; Hebdige, 1979; Willis, 1977), while conceptual work has
 generally interrogated the notion of "resistance" that underlies these frame-
 works (e.g., Davies, 1994a, 1994b, 1995; Tanner, 1996). Although research in
 Canada has focused on various substantive areas, the most prominent topics
 have been youth crime (e.g., O'Bireck, 1996; Wade and Brannigan, 1998;
 Winterdyk, 2000), youth resistance and education (e.g., Davies, 1994a), and,
 as noted above, the spectacular punk and skinhead youth subcultures (e.g.,
 Baron, 1989a, 1989b; 1997, Young and Craig, 1997). The only mention of the
 rave subculture in Canadian texts focused on youth (in Tanner, 1996) is a
 cursory description of the group as depicted in a 1993 newspaper article. The
 only study of note, by Weber (1999), is a largely descriptive (but still laudable)
 examination of Toronto's subculture that focused on reasons that youth are
 attracted to raves, youths' interpretations of changes in the rave scene over
 time, and means for safer drug use at raves.2

 2. Weber's work, conducted when he was with the Addiction Research Foundation (or the "ARF'

 - recently renamed the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health) in Toronto unveiled important

 background characteristics of the Toronto rave scene, including:

 * The majority of those who attend raves are Caucasian, middle-class and between 15-25 years
 old

 * People attend raves because they like the non-judgmental atmosphere compared to clubs or
 parties and they enjoy dancing and music

 * The most frequent drug used was cannabis, although several others are available and being
 used including: cocaine, crystal, ecstasy, GHB (commonly known as the "date rape" drug),
 Ketamine, LSD, Marijuana, and Psilocybin

 * Most drugs were considered acceptable to use with the exception of crack cocaine and
 intravenous drugs - it was generally agreed that alcohol does not belong at raves
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 These trends should not be surprising. The American and British traditions

 are the foundations for youth subcultural studies and would understandably be

 benchmarks. The substantive concentration on youth crime is sensible
 considering ongoing Canadian debates about the Young Offenders Act, and the

 concentration on the "resistance" concept warranted in light of the historical

 infatuation that youth studies theorists have had with the term. The tendency

 to study punks and skinheads - youth subcultures that inspired much of the
 seminal research and theory in Britain in the 1970s - is also understandable
 in light of the relatively "late" emergence of subcultures in the Canadian
 context and, therefore, the cross-cultural and comparative insights that can be

 gained from work on these groups (see Brake, 1985; Young and Craig, 1997).
 While acknowledging that there are reasons for the current state of theo-

 retical and substantive development in Canadian youth studies, there are va-

 rious areas of concern within the extant literature, three of which are engaged

 in this paper. The first is that the 'internal complexity' of youth subcultures is

 only sometimes adequately explored through ethnographic work that has fo-
 cused on the meanings that youth give to their cultural activities. For example,

 the range of interpretations that youth make at different times in their subcul-

 tural careers, and the diverse ways that similarly located youth understand
 their 'shared' experiences are only sometimes examined in studies of youth
 subcultures. With reference to the rave subculture, empirical studies of the
 meanings that raver youth give to their subcultural involvement are scarce, and

 little conceptual work has considered the socio-historical relevance of the
 subculture's pro-technology philosophy, apolitical views, and non-confronta-
 tional methods of 'resistance'. Similarly, and secondly, the vast range of ways

 that youth subcultural behaviour can be interpreted by theorists is rarely taken

 into account. That is to say, while dominant American delinquency approaches
 generally describe a "reactive"/problem-solving youth and British subcultural-

 ists emphasize the proactive components of youth activity, seldom are per-
 spectives that theorize a "passive" youth (as conceptualized within some
 strands of critical theory), an "intersubjective" youth (from process-based
 Chicago School symbolic interactionist theory), or a "socially determined"
 youth (from Pierre Bourdieu's (1984) "distinction" model) considered.3 The

 * Trends over time include: age of raves has decreased; raves are now larger and more com-

 mercial; Raves are attracting a more diverse following; more people looking to buy drugs
 (1999a, 1999b)

 Other work on the Canadian rave scene, mostly out of the ARF, has dealt with drug-related

 cultural activities in the Toronto rave scene, with a particular focus on the links between rave

 culture and drug use/abuse, the dangers of tainted (impure) Ecstasy at raves and the increased

 use of other types of potentially dangerous drugs (Duby, 2000; Luciano, 1999).
 3. Of course, there are many variations of these traditions that cannot be captured in this cursory

 overview. For example, other early American work by Miller (1958) and Matza (1964) in some
 ways departed from Cohen's model - a model which usefully integrated Merton's,
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 final and related concern is that contemporary work on Canadian youth has
 failed to account for the "post-subculturalist" or "clubculture" strands of theory

 that have recently emerged (out of Britain) in an attempt to explain the
 distinctly 'late century' rave subculture (McRobbie, 1993, 1994; Miles, 2000;
 Muggleton, 1997, 1999; Redhead, 1990, 1997; Redhead et. al., 1997; Stanley,
 1997; Thornton, 1995). This is a notable shortcoming because the commonly-
 adopted American and British approaches were devised largely as explanatory
 models for understanding working class subcultures (i.e., theorizing youths'
 various reactions to their marginal class positioning). Although these
 frameworks have been adapted for more general analyses of youth culture, the
 postsubculturalist strands tend to be less class-focused and more sensitive to

 the diverse meanings of the (often non-resistant) cultural activities of youth.
 This is especially pertinent for this study of rave because the traditional
 conflict between working class and (dominant) middle class values theorized
 in previous work are less evident in this culture, yet feelings of marginalization

 and alienation still (sometimes) exist among its members. These feelings have
 been attributed to a contemporary culture that is believed by some to promote

 a more fragmented, individualistic culture of middle class and working class
 youth - a culture characterized by weakened ties with social class-related
 community support systems (Furlong and Cartmel, 1997).4

 With the goal of succinctly addressing these concerns, the following paper
 undertakes two broad tasks. The first is to extend the foundational American

 and British approaches to studying youth subcultures through an analysis that

 is sensitive to the still relevant tenets of these seminal perspectives as well as
 to recent developments in 'post-subcultural' theory. The second is to assess
 these various approaches drawing on data (reported here) from an ethnographic
 study of Toronto's rave culture, a largely understudied yet prominent sub-
 cultural group. This examination is organized as follows. Initially, the post-

 Sutherland's, and Cloward and Ohlins' research, and the model which best represents the
 'delinquency tradition' referred to here. Miller argued that traditional explanations ofsubcultural

 activity underestimated the link between working class culture and deviant youth subcultures

 while Matza highlighting the importance of'chance' encounters and 'bad timing' in determining

 a youth's tendency to 'drift' into a delinquent lifestyle. Similarly, in British subcultural studies,

 work by Willis (1977) and McRobbie (1977) departed from other studies in the tradition because

 of their focus on unspectacular youth groups, and emphasis on the ways that symbolic forms of

 resistance actually reinforce existing structure of class relations/inequality. For detailed treat-
 ments of these traditions and their weaknesses, see, for example, Bennett (2000) and Tanner
 (1996).

 4. This trend is associated with movement toward a globalized, mass mediated, internet-influenced
 (and less class-based) culture, and has been linked with common developments in youth culture
 around the world (Carrington and Wilson, 2002). It should also be noted in this context that a

 few key early works do engage the intricacies of middle class youth culture, such as Brake's
 (1980, pp. 86-114) study of bohemian counter/youth cultures, where he identified some of the

 resistant and non-resistant activities/dispositions of groups like the 'beatniks' and the 'hippies'.
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 subculture tradition is discussed and its relationship to classic theory noted.
 Previous work on rave culture is discussed in this context. Then the methods

 used in this study of rave culture in southern Ontario are outlined and the

 results of the study reported. This is followed by a macro-theoretical discussion

 of rave and an argument for considering "five theses on rave resistance" as a
 means to conceptualize raver behaviour and rave culture. This paper concludes

 with a summary of the study's potential contributions to theory and research

 on (Canadian) youth culture, and with recommendations for future work in the
 area.

 Building on the Classics: Angela McRobbie, the Manchester Institute of
 Popular Culture, and Contemporary Developments in the Study of Youth
 and Rave Culture

 Central to the more recent developments in the study of youth culture are the

 works of British scholar Angela McRobbie, and of Steve Redhead and his
 (former) affiliates from the Manchester Institute of Popular Culture (MIPC) -

 two distinct schools of thought on the rave subcultural phenomenon.5 McRob-

 bie's work is characterized by optimistic descriptions of the ways that 1990s
 youth seek and use 'pleasure' as a symbolic escape from the social tensions of
 their times. McRobbie considers these pleasures-seeking and pleasurable
 behaviours as contemporary versions of subcultural 'resistance', arguing that
 if "we deconstruct the notion of resistance by removing its metapolitical status

 ... [and] reinsert it at a more mundane, micrological level of everyday practices

 ... then it becomes possible to see the sustaining, publicizing and extending of

 the subcultural enterprise" (1994:162). Influenced by McRobbie, Pini (1997)
 contended that "the rave dance floor ... is one of the few spaces which afford
 - and indeed, encourage - open displays of physical pleasure," and that
 these pleasures "do not clearly 'fit' standard, patriarchal definitions of
 sexuality, and eroticism" (p. 167). Similarly, Malbon (1998, 1999) emphasized
 the temporary, fleeting, and apolitical character of the rave scene, arguing that

 5. As noted previously, both McRobbie and Redhead et. al built on a rich tradition of research on

 youth subcultures in Britain. These studies encompassed groups such as the beatniks, hipsters,

 hippies, punks, teddy boys, mods, and Rastafarians (Willis, 1978; Hebdige, 1979; Brake, 1980,
 1985; Hall and Jefferson, 1976). Most relevant to this analysis are the mods and the hippies -

 the mods because of their tendency to use amphetamine drugs as part of weekend dance party

 escapes from otherwise 'conventional' existences working in mundane office jobs or going to

 school, and the hippies because of their middle class positioning and support of 'peace and love'

 related ideals. The hippies, as will become evident, are particularly pertinent to a discussion of

 rave because of early research findings that showed hippies to be: (a) sometimes non-resistant;

 (b) pleasure affirming; and (c) countercultural ratherthan overtly political (see Westhues, 1972).
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 rave's "resistance is found through losing yourself [e.g., in the music, in the

 dance, in the social and physical surroundings], paradoxically to find yourself'

 (1998: 281). Thornton (1995) more conventionally described how some youth
 empower themselves by becoming successfully integrated into the exclusive,
 underground club/rave culture (defined by 'hard-to-find' dance parties and
 music collections), thus attaining a certain level of "subcultural capital"
 (building on Bourdieu's (1984) "cultural capital" concept).

 The more ambivalent and pessimistic Steve Redhead and MIPC theorized
 an increasingly 'postmodern, post-punk' 1990s youth culture characterized by
 a 'loss of meaning' (e.g. where 'underground' cultural forms have become
 indistinguishable from mainstream forms), an inability to transmit 'shocking'
 messages through style (e.g., because 'shock' is now mundane, redundant, and
 unoriginal), and nostalgia (e.g. a return to clothing styles of the past). It was
 these trends that inspired Redhead (1990) to proclaim "the end of youth
 culture" (i.e., the end of the "subcultural resistance" model), and to argue for
 a movement from classic conceptions of "subculture" (from Hall and Jefferson,
 1976 and Hebdige, 1979) to a radically updated notion of "clubculture" or
 "post-subculture" (Redhead, 1997, Redhead et. al., 1997). Muggleton (1997,
 2000) extended this position in his suggestion that "if modernist subcultures

 were defined in terms of a series of theoretical oppositions to non-subcultural
 style, then [1990's] postmodernity dissolves such distinctions" (1997: 200),
 and that the collapse of "grand narratives" (e.g., the conventional Marxist
 meta-narrative of proletariat resistance) should not logically lead to celebratory

 interpretations of resistance at the local level.6
 In other work, Redhead (1997: xi) depicted the phase of post-war society

 in Britain from the mid-1980s to the 1990s as one of "hedonistic individual-

 6. Although vague definitions of "postmodernism" have plagued the field (see Chen, 1991;
 Harvey, 1989), for the purposes of this paper, the term postmodernism relates generally to a se-

 ries of late twentieth century trends such domination of global information technologies, the

 related 'blurring' of conventional boundaries such as race, gender, politics and nationalism, and

 the process through which mass mediated symbols and images have become 'better than reality'

 (e.g., mass media portrayals of idealized lifestyles and products replace "first-hand" experiences

 and understandings) - what Baudrillard (1983a) has termed "hyper-reality." Hebdige
 summarized the broader theoretical trends that are generally associated with postmodernism

 using three descriptive categories: a) against totalisation - referring to the "crisis of
 representation" and the problems associated with individuals or political parties speaking for any

 diverse social group; b) against teleology - referring to a skepticism about the idea of
 "decidable origins/causes" - referring to the tendency for the Marxist notion of 'use value' to

 become completely absorbed into the 'exchange value' (drawing on Baudrillard, 1983b); and
 c) against Utopia - referring to a postmodern skepticism of any "collective destination, global
 framework of prediction" and also to a "refusal of progress" (again, both direct critiques of
 conventional Marxist theory) (Hebdige, 1988, p. 196).
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 ism," while Stanley (1997: 43) described how 'hedonism and desire' are
 manifested through the "nomadic, disruptive, disordered, [and] deregulated"
 uses of social space in computer hacking, joyriding and raving. On this basis,
 Muggleton (1997: 200) challenged scholars to consider "alternative, apocalyp-
 tic scenario(s)," such as a postmodern (sub)culture that is "anarchistic, nihi-
 listic and seditious," or a cynical consumer "who neither embraces nor
 criticizes, but beholds the world blankly with a knowingness that dissolves
 feelings and commitment into irony." Reynolds' (1997), while acknowledging
 the pleasures of rave culture's "desiring machine" when it's running smoothly

 (p. 104, drawing on Deleuze and Guattari, 1987), argued that "rave culture has

 never really been about altering reality, merely exempting yourself from it for

 a while" through a weekend 'party' escape (p. 109).
 These optimistic, ambivalent, and pessimistic interpretations of 'post-

 subcultural' activity are intriguing updates on and variations of classic
 approaches. While McRobbie's, Pini's and Malbon's positions are akin to
 some versions of early subcultural theory in their focus on subtle and symbolic

 strategies of resistance, their interpretation of 'pleasure as resistance' is
 extreme when compared to early work that tended to, for example, describe the

 ways that subculture members adopt shocking styles (e.g., clothing and hair-
 styles) in order to express displeasure with the status quo.7 Alternatively, the
 MIPC theorists noted here took the subculture concept and popular notions of

 'resistance' to their ultimate conclusion (or, more accurately, to their death).

 In the broader context of youth cultural theory, McRobbie et. al. and the MIPC

 effectively extended traditional explanations of youth cultural behaviour that
 focused largely on the ways that youth reactively and proactively deal with
 feelings of alienation. In doing so, these 'post-subculture' scholars concen-
 trated on the potential for youth to be, on one hand, apathetic and passive in

 7. Various works over the years critiqued resistance theory as it was espoused by the British
 subculture researchers. For example, critics argued that symbolic forms of resistance/response

 in no way alter existing conditions of oppression or challenge those in power and, moreover,

 that many youth do not actually give resistive meanings to their subcultural activities (e.g.,

 Brymer, 1991; Tanner, 1996). Authors such as Young and Craig (1997) point out that some
 subcultural activities and values (ironically) reinforce mainstream values that support exclusion

 and marginalization (e.g., racism in skinhead culture). Critics have similarly argued that
 theorists/researchers who revere extremely subtle, tactical forms of resistance misrepresent the

 oppositional potential of subcultures (c.f., Gruneau, 1988; McGuigan, 1992). Still others have
 argued that 'subcultural resistance' is no longer a useful concept because cultural symbols or
 activities intended to shock and outrage have become mundane and common (e.g., tattoos and

 body piercings) (e.g., Stanley, 1997). Furthermore, issues to do with gender differences in
 subcultural expression were largely overlooked in the work (as McRobbie, 1987 and Valentine
 et. al., 1998 have argued). For more elaborate critiques of resistance theory, see Frith (1978,
 1985), Laing (1985), McGuigan (1992), and Tanner (1996).
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 their cultural activities (i.e., MIPC), and on the other hand, optimistic and
 creative in utilizing alternative methods of empowerment/resistance (e.g.
 dance) - methods that in no way resemble the spectacular stylistic forms of
 resistance that characterized (classical interpretations of) punks and skinheads
 (i.e., McRobbie). In essence, both strands of theory effectively fill some of the

 gaps left by those who were (understandably) inadequately sensitive to the late

 century developments in youth culture. Most importantly for this paper, these

 post-subculture perspectives are crucial departure points because of their
 tendency to explain the rave subculture - the prototypical late-century,
 millennium subculture according to many commentators. Of course, these
 theories remain underdeveloped and particularly abstract until evaluated
 through an analysis of the meanings that youth give to their activities, and the

 various contexts of youth behaviour. The next part of this paper goes some way

 toward approaching this goal.

 Methodological Considerations and Research Settings

 Data collection for this study of rave culture took place over a three and a half

 year period, starting September 1995 and continuing up to March 1999. The
 research was conducted in several Southern Ontario locales including Hamil-
 ton, St. Catherines, Kitchener and Guelph, although Toronto was the focal
 point. Various collection strategies were used in the research, following what
 Willis (1978, p. 196) called a "cluster" of methods. These are outlined below.

 Participant observation, the primary means of data collection, was
 undertaken during two research phases. Phase one was from September to
 December of 1995 (at which time I attended 7 raves) and phase two from
 December 1997 to April 1998 (when I attended 6 raves). In addition to
 attending raves, I also spent time at rave record stores in Toronto, sat in on
 'rave radio' sessions at two campus radio stations, and attended a community-
 meeting in Toronto that was focused on drug issues related to rave culture (this

 was attended by health-care professionals, police, parents, educators, and a few
 members of the rave community). All rave participant observation sessions
 took place in Toronto, the centre of the Southern Ontario rave world.

 Over the course of the research I conducted in-depth, open-ended, semi-
 formal interviews with various members of the rave scene (n=37 - 10 fe-
 males and 27 males). Most of those interviewed had occupations outside the
 rave scene. These included: students (several college and university students,
 some high school students), tattoo artists, a journalist, a graphic designer, a
 nurse, coffee shop workers, record store workers, and a bank worker. The
 amount of background information I attained from the interviewees varied
 according to the type of agreement that was reached prior to the interview. For

 the most part, those interviewed grew up in middle-class families, were
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 attending, attended or planned to post-secondary institutions, were "white" (1

 black male, 1 Asian female, and 1 Asian male were also part of the sample)
 and were between the ages of 18-35 (most interviewees were in their early
 20s). The interviews varied in length from 45 minutes to 4 hours. Six in-depth

 follow-up interviews were also conducted, while ongoing E-Mail discussions
 continued with several of the respondents following interviews. The interviews

 were held in various locations, including coffee shops, at respondents' work

 places, university cafeterias, campus radio stations, in respondents' homes, and
 at rave-related functions. Other comments from ravers were drawn from two

 of the internet newsgroups where I had recruited several ravers for inter-
 views.8

 I emphasize that this sample is not meant to be 'representative' in the
 traditional positivist sense since the purpose of the research was to study the

 variousforms of raving, the types of involvements, and to assess generic con-

 cepts (see Corbin and Strauss, 1990). This argument for studying forms and
 processes is not intended to preclude being attentive to the demographic
 characteristics of ravers, but to suggest that for research focused on gaining

 insight into rave culture (as well as attending to some aspects of the character-

 istics/histories of the individuals involved), the study of these forms/processes

 (i.e., the what, where, how and when of culture) is central (Prus, 1987, 1996a,
 1996b).

 "Underground" magazines (hard copies and internet-based), flyers
 advertising rave events (which often included statements about the rave
 promoter's philosophy and the theme of the upcoming rave party), Toronto
 'rave radio' shows (usually campus radio), and independently-produced 'live'
 recordings of raves (these tapes usually included comments by the DJ) were
 also considered in the analysis.9

 8. The interviews derived from both: 1) a series of networks that were established with groups of

 ravers in the Toronto and some outlying areas; and 2) contacts with individuals who were part

 of the scene or were previously part of the scene. This diverse sample, in essence, allowed for

 an analysis of the rave 'scene' (as opposed to a relatively closed raver-group within the scene).
 The interviewed ravers were individuals who either currently or previously were 'regular rave

 goers' (as opposed to subcultural interlopers).

 9. In general, this paper follows Donnelly's (1985) argument for a broader definition of ethno-

 graphy that includes the use of multiple and various data sources when (re)presenting a
 subcultural group in a written text. Specifically, Donnelly (1985: 568-569) suggested that
 ethnography should include the analysis of publications put out by subcultural groups,
 biographies, introductory or how-to-do books, general books, magazine articles written by group

 members and journalists/freelance writers, fiction, poetry, songs painting, sculptures, cartoons,

 and films (and I will add websites, interet newsgroups and chatrooms). See also Denzin (1989)
 and Geertz (1973) for related rationales for using "thick descriptions" when reporting
 ethnographic study findings.
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 Research Setting(s): A Depiction of the Rave

 In many respects, a rave party is akin to a large nightclub or dance bar. There
 is a dance floor full of people; there is loud music with a heavy beat; there are

 flashing lights; there is a place to get refreshments; there is DJ; there is a cover

 charge to get in; and it is nighttime. However, a closer look reveals notable
 differences that are fundamental to the unique character of the rave setting.
 The people at a rave are often males and females ranging from 14-25 years old

 for the most part (much younger than at a typical club). The people are
 dancing, but unlike at most nightclubs (where people face one another, dancing
 in social circles), ravers tend to face the DJ and make sure that each person has

 their own space to dance in. The music at a rave is much louder than at a
 typical club, so loud that talking to the person standing beside you if you are
 anywhere near the speakers is difficult. In the rave, there are usually two rooms
 with different kinds of music. In one room, the music (known as "techno") has

 a beat that is much faster than the kinds of music played in typical clubs. It is

 entirely electronic and played at a frenetic pace of up to 200+ beats per minute.

 In the other room, the music (known as "ambient") is typically slower than the
 "techno" room, and is characterized by a meandering, meditative sound, and
 few lyrics, also unique from popular club music that has a medium beat and
 significant lyrical content.'1

 The flashing lights typical of clubs are often complemented at a rave by
 other spectacular props, such as lines of television screens showing colourful
 computer generated forms, or a mini Ferris-wheel. The refreshment area
 generally does not serve alcohol, but instead serves what are called "smart
 drinks," which are made in blenders right at the bar, and are full of high
 calorie/energy ingredients such as sugars and fruits (although in recent years
 the blurring between conventional nightclubs and raves has meant that alcohol

 has become increasingly part of the scene). The DJ at a rave is usually
 manipulating two records that are played simultaneously, thus producing a
 unique musical "mix," unlike at most clubs where the DJ plays compact discs,
 adjusts sound levels, and introduces songs. The cover charge at a rave is as

 10. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, raves were infrequent, occurring approximately once amonth.

 From 1994 to present, the rave scene in Toronto became increasingly 'above ground', com-
 mercialized and popular, with the parties becoming easier to find and larger. According to many

 ravers, an increasing number of people were coming to raves because 'it was cool' and because
 of the drugs, not because of the community aspect of rave culture. The ages of those attending

 various parties were also becoming notably differentiated. On the one hand, more traditional
 raves parties that were committed to a non-alcoholic policy, high energy techno music, and to
 a distinctly 'rave' decor and etiquette often attracted a younger (-15-21) crowd. On the other
 hand, more "dance club" oriented venues catered more to older ravers (-19-27) who want to
 drink and listen to more soulful dance/house music.
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 high as $50 and rarely lower than $10, much more expensie than the average
 bar. The rave party is usually just 'starting to roll' (reach its peak attendance
 and beginning performances from the headline DJs) at about 3:00 am and ends

 as late as 12:00 pm (not including the "after-party" that sometimes continues
 into the following evening at another location). Alternatively, the nightclub

 usually begins to fill with people about 10 pm and is rarely open later than 3:00

 am. Furthermore, the nightclub is a specific location, whereas the rave location

 changes each week. Common rave locations include: abandoned warehouses,
 former nightclub locations, and secluded fields. As noted above, though, over
 the course of the research (from 1995-1998) the distinctions between raves and

 night/dance clubs became increasingly hazy (e.g., rave locations have become
 more and predictable, the 'rave-nightclub' phenomenon emerged).

 The Life World of the Rave Subculture: Results and (Micro)Analysis

 The Toronto rave scene/culture was defined by its wide range of forms and
 characteristics. This range existed simultaneously across the subculture (e.g.,
 the various sub-communities who were affiliated with different genres of rave

 music), across the careers of individual ravers (e.g., the waning of idealism
 over time), and across the 'life' of the Canadian rave scene (e.g., the scene's
 evolution from underground to mainstream to fragmented). The most pertinent

 finding was that rave is a complex scene/culture comprised of various in-
 terpretive groups, cultural spaces, and sub-communities characterized by their
 varying relationships to mainstream culture. Below, I describe the processes
 of involvement that define rave culture with a particular focus on the intri-
 cacies of the group's perspectives, activities, and identities.

 PLUR, Pro-Technology, and Pleasure: Rave Perspectives, Doctrines and
 Ideals

 The philosophies and ideals that underlay the rave scene can be grouped into
 three broad and usually interconnected categories: (1) to support and uphold
 values related to "peace, love, unity and respect" (a.k.a, the "PLUR" ideal); (2)
 to support the use of high-technology as a means to gain pleasure and
 empowerment; (3) to seek and experience "pleasure" as an end in itself.
 Although ravers in this study did not all equally subscribe to the rave doctrine

 (and ravers' interpretations of these tended to change over time), this doctrine

 at least tentatively guided the actions of those encountered over the course of
 the research.
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 Theme 1: Peace, Love, Unity, Respect (PLUR)

 The essence of the rave movement (and it is a movement on not only a global but cosmic scale) can

 be well summed up in four simple letters; PLUR. For those who haven't already heard, PLUR stands

 for Peace, Love, Unity and Respect. (newsgroup discussion, anonymous, November 13, 1995)

 It's all about breaking down barriers, losing preconceptions, expanding the mind and feeling the

 vibe (interview, male raver, university student, 1995)

 The unity of good people is the only scene that exists (interview, male raver/DJ and tattoo artist,
 1995)

 The MC kept saying, "Peace, love and ecstasy. There's no attitude with us here. We are good vibes."

 (fieldnotes, Nov. 4, 1995 words of MC at rave party talking to the ravers).

 The "peace, love, unity, and respect" (PLUR) based ideals andphilosophies
 were evident in all areas of my data collection. While comments like those
 above were commonplace in the study and are the crux of the data underlying
 this section, PLUR-related views and expressions were also articulated through
 and on the 'rave-flyers' that were designed and distributed to advertise rave
 parties. Since these parties were often organized around certain rave-related
 themes, the flyers offer insights into widely consumed versions/symbols/-
 interpretations of the rave doctrine. Often included in these flyers would be
 descriptions of the 'rave philosophy' as expressed by someone from the
 promotional company who organized the rave, and a rave 'party title' that
 reflected these views. Some ravers and promoters specifically referred me to
 these flyers to help explain the ideals of the rave movement. The following are
 examples of the names/themes of some rave parties:

 Unification of a Peaceful Nation (Rave put on by Aqua promotion company,
 November 4, 1995)

 Love, Peace, Unity, Hope: Take an Oath to Your Essence (Rave put on by
 Eden promotion company, October 27, 1995)

 Good Vibes [good feelings](Rave put on by promotion company Good Vibes,
 November 4, 1995)

 Many ravers described explicitly how these philosophies (i.e., PLUR and
 related ideals associated with "expanding the mind" and "breaking down
 barriers") can be operationalized in everyday life. One raver (a male university
 student) referred me to excerpts from an underground rave magazine article
 (that he was co-author of) to help explain these ideas:

 It [raving] is learning about the nature of the environment around you, which includes everything

 from paying attention to your body to learning to care for the planetary environment...It's up to us
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 to pick up the pieces of a post communist/capitalist, us/them "dominator" culture world and
 transform it into a "partnership culture world" of global unity with respect for cultural diversity. It

 can be done, but it will take work, most likely all of our lifetime. But when all is said and done we

 will leave to our children an intact planet which will be on the road back to prosperity...The choice

 is ours now, as we gather together in our dance ritual to build the feeling of togetherness, instill

 courage and breakdown emotional and mental barriers. (from Subterrane magazine, published in
 1995)"

 Other interviewees explained how lessons derived from their rave experiences

 can be applied in their everyday lives:

 It [the rave] introduced me to alot of new people who take this "vibe" from the rave and they

 exercise it as a practice in their life. Where they try and avoid preconceptions of people on the street

 and they try to generally be nicer to people...I think that is the real good that can come from raves

 (interview, male raver, university student, 1995)

 The PLUR philosophy manifested itself in various ways at raves that I
 attended. At no time did I feel physically threatened at a rave. Often people
 would smile and/or offer me a cigarette. When people would bump into me

 accidentally they would often say "sorry" and smile (a contrast to macho
 norms of many nightclubs). Other times, ravers were observed performing
 friendly acts such as giving away marshmallows to people, giving away cotton
 candy, and giving away home-made stickers with cartoon depictions of ravers
 on them.

 I did not sense that this "vibe" (meaning collective feeling of positive
 energy), as ravers refer to it, was present at all the rave parties I attended. It
 seemed to depend on the extent to which people who were attending the rave
 were actually committed ravers. For example, sometimes people would come
 to the raves because the bars were closed and they still wanted to 'party', not

 because they had any interest in (or respect for the norms of) the rave
 community. As noted later in this section, tensions associated with outsiders
 (increasingly) infiltrating and thus changing the rave scene appeared to impact
 ravers' attitudes over their subcultural career.

 Theme 2: Technology and Futurism

 Underlying the rave doctrine was a reverence to and celebration of technology,
 and an implicit and explicit belief in 'progress through technology'. Rave mu-
 sic is computer generated. Rave parties are advertised over the world wide web
 (and were advertised this way before the rapid and recent rise of the internet).

 Rave flyers often include references to futuristic concepts defined by high-

 11. This 'underground' magazine has no identified dates, issue or authors. It is not included in the
 reference section for this reason.
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 technology (e.g., names of raves included "Progress Forward" and "Knowledge

 in a New Dimension") and usually included 'high-tech' and futuristic-looking
 computer images. Perhaps the best example of the rave as a pro-technology
 culture is the increasing occurrence of "virtual raves" that are taking place on
 the world wide web. Virtual raves take many forms, but they usually include
 live video of DJs playing music (that can be viewed on the event's webpage),
 and an accompanying 'chat room' where 'virtual ravers' can interact. One of
 the innovators of virtual rave events in Toronto (a DJ and university student)
 explained the event in the following invitation (sent to the newsgroup I was a
 part of) to attend an upcoming event "live or on the internet":

 Well, I'm doing it again. In the summer I did a live-to-interet "concert" of sorts from my basement.

 I'm doing the same thing this Saturday, but from my residence on the Ryerson Campus ... I'll be

 playing a live set from about 11:00 to 12:00. The whole thing is going out via Real Audio [a
 computer software programme for audio-downloads - the programme can be downloaded for free

 off the internet], and my entire residence is invited as well, although from historical experience

 they're pretty apathetic about expanding their music tastes. If you're interested in coming, send me

 an email. If you can't make it out, then you can tune in online ... [The last time I held this event it

 was] held in conjunction with a party in my residence with public terminals setup so that people at

 the party in residence could chat with people online. About 120 people listened online, with about
 200-300 people through my livingroom during the night. (from the now defunct website
 http://www.io.org/-andrewm/pots).

 In addition to virtual raves, there are an increasing number of rave internet

 newsgroups where ravers discuss issues related to the scene, and exchange
 news about upcoming parties. One Toronto-based newsgroup, known simply
 as "techno.ca," is one of the more explicitly 'pro-technology' lists.12 The news-
 group's home-webpage included the following self-description:

 The technolist was originally conceived as a forum for discussion of techno music [a genre of rave

 music] and its related culture. There were no restrictions placed on what should or shouldn't be
 talked about on the list, in an experiment to see how discussion unfolds and to see what topics would

 be of interest to list members. Once the list had matured somewhat, it was put forward that it should

 be a place to discuss not only the music and culture that we love [rave culture, electronic music], but

 also pretty much anything pertaining to technology, its influence on our lives, and its role in chang-

 ing the face of humankind ... This isn't a rave discussion list, nor is it really meant for debating

 merits of one religion over another or the perpetual drugs discussion that inevitably comes up. Use

 your own discretion when posting, but keep in mind that there are a number of very opinionated

 people on the list who love a good argument and will back it up with intelligent debate. Be prepared

 to defend yourself and your arguments... (introduction to the "techno" discussion group, from
 www.techno.ca).

 12. According to the "stats" section of the webpage, there were 180 subscribers to the list, most of

 which are Canadian. Most of the active participants are from Southern Ontario.
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 For many ravers interviewed in the study and participating in newsgroups, the

 use of (high) technology appeared to be a central part of their leisure and
 occupational lives (e.g., listening to music through the internet; buying music

 over the internet, and booking DJs over the internet for upcoming rave parties;

 working in the technology sector). The music is perhaps the best example of
 this, as one respondent explained:

 The music is amazing, a lot of people blast it [put it down] because it is technological and it is not

 produced by live musicians and that it takes away from the talent involved. But technology can do

 things to the music, make things that people can't make...Some of the melodies and baselines that

 are intertwined are above the human level, they have a consequent effect on the people who listen

 to it, a really intense effect (interview, male raver, university student 1995).

 Pro-technology and pro-future views were not equally integrated into the

 everyday lives of all ravers. Although some ravers actively and vehemently
 supported these views (such as the "techno.ca" raver group), others emphasized

 aspects of rave culture that had little to do with technology when discussing
 'why they raved' (e.g., a portion of those interviewed focused exclusively on

 the pleasure aspect). Others point out that being pro-technology should not
 mean "losing humanity," as one male DJ suggested:

 When I spin records and put together my sets, doing things that a band couldn't do, I acknowledge

 that all I'm doing is arranging their hard work. They made the music. I mix it. Realizing this, DJs

 shouldn't get their heads too big (interview, male raver and DJ and tattoo artist, 1995).

 Despite these sentiments, ravers, whether they were conscious of it or not, were

 inextricably linked to high-technology in the music they listen to, the designer

 drugs they take, the images they are exposed to, and the themes of the parties

 they attended.

 Theme 3: Pleasure and Excess

 The best [rave] that I've been to was the Science Centre rave [a rave that was held in Toronto's

 Science Centre].... We smoked on the way there. I know we did shrooms [the drug also known as

 'magic mushrooms'] in the parking lot. I was doing good on that for awhile. And then I did acid, a

 couple of those, and that took me up until about 6:00. It was so much fun. I can't even express to

 you how much fun it was. It was the best night of my life and I've had a lot of good nights. It was

 everything, everything was there. Like when I think of drug use I think it brings you back to
 childhood almost. Everything seems simpler, everything seems brighter and so good. Going there

 [the Science Centre] you had a chance to play on all the exhibits, and that was a lot of fun cause

 you're so messed up and everything seems so interesting ... It's so friendly. They had a Lego land,
 that was so cool. I can't even express how much I jumped around ... The music was really good,
 there were like four different rooms, a ton of people. But the things that's best about raves [like this

 one] is there's no "attitude" [meaning "bad attitude" focused on confrontational and aggression].

 Like if you go a bar, there's so much attitude, you've got your little honies and their trying to pick
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 up and the guys are horny as hell looking to pick up and their testosterone's going and they're

 thinking 'Let's get in a fight tonight'. There's none of that [at a rave] ... (interview, female raver,

 university student and varsity athlete, 1998)

 According to all interviewees, the rave is an extremely conducive space for ex-
 cessive/hedonistic "partying." Although many of these same ravers discussed
 the problems with getting "too into" the rave party lifestyle, the rave party was

 commonly viewed as a safe place for using (usually illegal) high-energy
 amphetamine drugs, and for uninhibited dancing and socializing. This em-
 phasis on the joys of unrestrained, excessive 'partying' was evident in dis-
 cussions I had with many ravers about their favourite raves and typical 'good
 rave' nights. A typical rave night for one female university student is evidence
 of this:

 First, [we would] pre-party at someone's house ...This would include getting dressed up as fun as
 we could, smoking weed and listening to music ...Then at around 12 or so we would go to the
 rave...we always drove so shuttle buses [that take ravers from a central meeting point to a rave party]

 weren't in the agenda. We would scope out the party, find our crew and whoever they were with ...

 do the introductions because there were new people coming in every weekend - the family we had

 grew weekly. We usually already had our E and other substances but if we didn't we would find one

 of our dealers and get what we needed and then we would take our drugs and dance the night away

 into the morning light. Usually we would judge how good the night was by how much "rug we cut"

 [how much we danced]. Then we would go to an after party and do more drugs and if it wasn't any

 good we would think of something to do like go to the airport and feel the natural bass the airplanes

 would make as they flew over the car ... or hang out in front of a huge religious building and discuss

 whatever topics came to our minds ... deeply. Depending on who we were partying with, we might

 go to their house and chill there until we came down. There was also a period where we would go

 home, shower and then go to the Sunday night party at the Subway Room and do more drugs till

 Monday morning ... It's weird to think how much I actually did now that I look back at it (interview,

 female raver and university student, 1998).

 Others focused exclusively on the relationship between rave parties and drug
 use:

 [On a typical rave night] meet my friends early and try and be at the party around midnight or so,

 ingest psychedelic drugs immediately before entry if possible. Listen and enjoy the music until: a)

 I get so tired and I want to leave; or b) wait until my ride or friends I'm with leaves (interview, male

 raver, campus radio DJ, university student, 1998)

 I basically got involved in raving because I like drugs a lot. I still see it as a place where I can do

 drugs and not worry about things (interview, female raver and university student, March, 1998).

 For the most part though, ravers I spoke with suggested that the pleasure/fun
 aspect was only part of the broader philosophy behind raves. Excessive
 partying for many was a sensual escape that symbolized (for them) a subtle
 resistance against the "unPLUR" aspects of everyday living. Having said this,
 there is little difference between someone who attends raves exclusively for
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 pleasure and those who attend after the bar, except that pleasure-ravers'
 identities' are tied to the culture.13

 Tensions in the Rave Scene: A Popularized Scene and a "Maturing" Raver

 Although the PLUR ideal appeared to be widely known among mature/long-
 time ravers and relative neophytes, there were disagreements and tensions
 surrounding the application of these perspectives. According to several self-
 defined 'experienced ravers', a problem associated with the rave scene's
 increasing popularity and rapid growth (i.e., more people regularly attending

 rave parties) is that rave-neophytes are not receiving the proper education
 about rave philosophy and rave etiquette. Perspectives were mixed on this
 issue, however. For example, and as the following raver explained, there is an
 inherent contradiction in rave culture between 'being inclusive' and 'effec-

 tively disseminating the rave philosophy':

 I feel two things, I feel its bad that there are so many people coming into the scene now so quickly

 that there is not time for the mature ravers, the people who have been doing it for a long time, to take

 them under there wing, and teach them what it's all about. And they come and they create their own

 culture, "vibeless" if you will and it's like a big club, a big dance party, it's not a rave anymore. And

 there's a lot of people out there, like the mature ravers that feel lost, and they feel like they have been

 robbed. At the same time if those people who are going to these parties are there for the right

 reasons, not just to do the drugs but for the music, then that is good, because that is the point...It's

 kind of like a double edged sword. (interview, male raver, university student, 1995)

 This contradiction divided the rave scene. On one hand, some ravers felt

 that with more people in the scene, there is greater potential for positive social

 change. Two of the ravers that I spoke with drew on their understandings of
 witchcraft to explain this possibility:

 I'm a witch. I do rituals with large groups of people. We raise a bunch of energy and we send it to

 something. We use that energy for something...whether it's to heal a particular person or place on

 the planet to try and create something to happen, in a larger political context. I see all these people

 at raves and they have this intention of community, they're raising all this energy. If somebody

 could just take that a step further and that could be really powerful. (interview, female raver, nurse,

 1995).

 13. In keeping with the view that getting 'too into' the rave scene is a problem, ravers tend to
 maintain some form of outside employment (although sometimes this was rave-related em-

 ployment as a DJ or in a music store) or are students. Moreover, and because of the weekend-
 focus of rave, the culture is somewhat distinct from more committed 'street subcultures', such

 as punks, that are often characterized by their greater commitment to (and requirement of
 commitment to) the subcultural lifestyle. Having said this, ravers were still largely defined by

 the varying commitments they make to the scene.
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 Most other ravers were less tolerant of this influx of uneducated outsiders

 who attend raves for the party and not for the community.

 I like everything about it [the rave parties] except the increase of bad attitude and the "fear" that I

 sense at parties when hard-hittin, gangsta style ginos show up lookin for a piece of ass and maybe

 a fight. (from internet discussion group, anonymous, 1995)'4

 Interviewees also suggested that people (e.g., promoters, DJs, radio personali-
 ties) who publicize rave parties too often over-emphasize the "party" and
 music aspects while ignoring the rave philosophy. This "vibeless" publicity
 was evident in a popular magazine called Club Scene, as the following article-
 excerpt demonstrates:

 Those of you who already experienced the rave scene know exactly what I'm, talking about. For all

 the rest who do not, I make it my personal goal to introduce and inform you about the existing

 Toronto rave companies, what to expect from them and encourage you to attend. Now, I myself have

 overheard all the crazy rumours circulating about raves. I would like to assure everyone that raves

 are not completely composed of crazy freaks that only come out after midnight. In fact, ravers are

 mostly people who have a deep passion for underground music, good clothes and are generally
 looking for something to do on a Saturday night. (from an article in Club Scene magazine - Kinga,
 1995, p. 14)

 Many ravers were critical of this sort of publicity because it appeals to people
 who are 'looking for something to do on a Saturday night', not necessarily
 those who are looking to 'expand the mind' and unite.

 Other problems associated with the mainstreaming of rave were embodied
 in discussions about the opening of 'rave-clubs'. Rave clubs, which are distinct
 on a number of levels from conventional raves (e.g., conventional raves are not
 in stable locations and are not held regularly, while rave clubs have weekly,
 often alcohol-licensed events) were a source of tension for those who felt that

 these clubs exemplified the (negative) movement from an underground rave
 culture/movement to a mainstream, 'sell-out', dance culture. However, other

 ravers were more upbeat about rave clubs, arguing that they are a great place
 for 'mature'/older ravers to continue to enjoy electronic music and a friendly
 (if not quite "ravey") atmosphere with people their own age (25 years plus).

 The Waning of Idealism

 The various tensions surrounding the popularization of the rave scene have
 contributed to the changing perspectives, or a "waning of idealism" (Haas and

 14. For ravers, "gino" refers to the stereotypical male who attends nightclubs, wearing popular
 stylish clothing and who adhere to many of the macho norms of intimidation and use con-
 ventional "pick-up" strategies (meaning aggressive interactions with females in hopes of taking
 them home for the night) that are frowned upon by the rave community.
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 Shaffir, 1991) for many ravers over their careers in the subculture. A comment

 by one DJ/tattoo artist who has been raving in the Toronto scene since the early

 1990s exemplifies this sentiment:

 When the rave scene first started here there was only one promotion company called Chemistry.

 They were great. It was cheap. They had parties with swimming pools, soap suds, crazy stuff. Once

 the scene got publicized, they had one last great party and then got out. They were great parties.

 People weren't getting baked and running around like madmen. When Chemistry folded, I think it

 was the beginning of the end for the rave scene. As for the future of the rave scene, if it keeps going

 the way its going, the scene is gonna be sickly. Black eyed 14 year olds sniffing powders and going

 home to the wrong address under the guise that they're having a good time (interview, male
 raver/DJ, tattoo artist, 1995)

 Similarly, a female interviewee talked about how her perspective became
 tainted as she gained more knowledge about the scene:

 When I first started going to raves I was on top of the world. I insisted that everyone I knew who

 hadn't experienced it were missing out and had to do it in order to find true inner peace. It was a

 purely spiritual release for me (the drugs were a major part of that) and I loved the people and the

 whole philosophy that went along with it...The music was like I've never heard anywhere in my life

 and the way it made me feel was so intense that I had trouble describing it but was constantly trying.

 It was fresh and new and very exciting and I wanted to be a part of it. Now I think that my ignorance

 was bliss. I know a lot more about the politics of the scene and I have seen many people who seemed

 like amazing people at the rave when they're on all kinds of E but have turned out to be very
 different outside. I saw a lot of hypocrisy and bad people feeding bad drugs to innocent young ones.

 I found that as it was turning into a fad - people were losing the meaning of the ritual and it was

 being tainted by those who were trying to make a profit out of it. I became more attached to the

 musical aspect of it and stayed away from the "scenesters and partiers." Now raving does not mean

 much to me at all. I care only about the music and few parts of the scene ... I do believe there are still

 some very special parties that still go on with the same philosophies that were present in every

 person (or so I thought) that is in attendance...but they are few and far between (interview, female

 raver, university student, 1998).

 The most prevalent perspectival changes, though, were related to interpreta-

 tions of drug use. Many experienced ravers explicitly described the process of

 'getting involved' in Ecstasy use and other drug use, becoming caught up in
 the drug, and then becoming disillusioned with the problems associated with
 overuse (see next section).

 The Symbolic Use of Dance, Music and Drugs: Activities at the Rave

 The primary activities in the rave were listening to music/'hanging out',
 dancing, and doing drugs. The focus of this discussion will be on how people
 learn about these activities, how these activities are performed, how these
 activities are linked to one another, and how these activities are viewed and

 evaluated by insiders to the subculture.
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 Music

 For me, listening to the music is the single most important thing. For example, if you take away the

 drugs and the dancing, people would keep on loving the music. People who love the music would

 keep on raving without the drugs. And if you took away the flashy lights, people would still go. If

 you took away all the weird clothing and perhaps even all the good feelings and good vibes
 associated with raving people still would go because they love the music. I like the music and I think

 that is the most important thing. But I like the other things too, don't get me wrong. (interview, male

 raver, university student, 1995).

 Once in the rave, listening to music is the one activity that never stops. People

 consume the music in several different ways, depending on the desired mood.

 At many of the raves I went to (all of those attended in 1995), there were two
 different rooms playing different types of music. The slower "ambient" music
 (in one room) was associated with relaxing ('chilling out'), and faster "techno"
 music (in the other room) with intense dancing.

 Many of these music genres have evolved and fragmented from the early
 1990s to present. For example, "techno" music - one the original forms of
 rave-related electronic, fast-paced, heavy beated music - has segmented into
 a more melodic electronic genre known as "trance," and into even faster-
 beated types known as "hardcore," "Rotterdam" and "gabba." In fact, most
 rave parties now include DJs that specialize in one type of music or another.
 These musical divisions can be associated with the emergence of different sub-

 scenes and related 'taste hierarchies' over time. For example, some interview-
 ees described how older, more experienced and "sophisticated ravers" tend to
 listen to more "soulful" house music and more subtle ('minimalist') techno
 music, and are more likely to prefer Ecstasy as their drug 'of choice'. Members
 of the "techno.ca" newsgroup tended to have (and talk about having) these
 urbane subcultural tastes. The (arguably) less refined and usually younger
 crowd (14-18) were stereotypically believed to prefer listening to "happy
 hardcore" music (fast-beated, loud, straightforward) and using the more
 intense/dangerous and less expensive amphetamine drug "Crystal Meth."
 Experienced ravers explained how, over time, one learns to appreciate the
 nuances of "less raw" techno music styles, while becoming less enamored with
 the speed and power of more intense forms. The "sophisticated" and "less
 refined" groups were not empirically this distinct and/or divided, however. In
 fact, many interviewed ravers crossed-over between scenes, and often enjoy
 various genres of rave music.

 Drugs

 The was a clear relationship between drug use and music consumption.
 Smoking "pot" (marijuana) to "mellow/chill out" was preferred by many ravers
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 who are listening to slower, ambient music. "Ecstasy" and to a lesser extent
 "Crystal Meth" (both amphetamines) were the drugs of choice when it came
 to fast dancing. Interviewees also described how certain techno music tracks

 were obviously structured around drug-effects. For example, some tracks
 include a "build-up" stage (where the beat gets fast and faster) followed by a

 "plateau" stage (where the beat remains consistently fast) - a structure that
 is apparently conducive to an optimal euphoric feeling (a "rush") for those on

 Ecstasy.
 There were mixed views on drug use at raves. Most ravers felt that the use

 of Ecstasy and marijuana are acceptable if you are educated about them. A
 health counsellor in Toronto who distributes information at raves about the

 dangers of drug use and the need for responsible/educated drug use (she does
 not espouse the use of drugs at raves) referred me to an information guide
 describing the goals and objectives of what is called the Toronto Raver
 Information Project (TRIP), a community service programme that focuses on

 educating the rave community. The following are passages from that guide:

 Objective [among others]: To increase ravers' knowledge regarding drug use harm reduction
 practices.

 Health Risk Profile: Drug use is common among this group of youth, however the drugs commonly

 used are of the "non-addictive" variety: LSD, MDMA (ecstasy) and Psilocybin. Crystal Metham-

 phetamine (speed) is also used and is addictive. Alcohol, opiates, barbituates, and crack cocaine are

 not currently used within this community. Opiates, however, are increasingly used within the rave

 scene in other localities. While the drugs of choice for ravers may be currently mostly non-addictive,

 they do present other risks for harm. For example, LSD, MDMA and Psilocybin can increase tactile

 sensitivity and reduce emotional barriers between people. These effects in themselves may reduce

 the likelihood of practicing safer sex, especially in combination with the difficulties youth expe-

 riences negotiating safer sex when high.

 The report went on to stress concerns about the quality of the drugs at raves,

 and the potential dehydration and overheating that have accounted for drug-
 related deaths at raves. Ravers themselves often talked about the importance

 of "trusting your [drug] source."

 This need to be properly educated and responsible about drug use was often

 emphasized by interviewed ravers. An example of responsible drug use is the
 practice of being someone's "E-Mother" (i.e., Ecstasy Mother/Guardian)
 meaning staying with someone and watching over them for their first expe-
 rience with the drug. As one female explained:

 My "E-mother," she would sit me down and explain things to me [before a rave], and explained that

 no matter what happened I could count on her ... (interview, female raver, university student, 1998).

 Despite these practices, it was clear from the interviews and from internet
 discussions (as well as, of course, media reports) that irresponsible drug use in
 the scene is the major concern:
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 Around 9am, at Delirium [the name of a rave party] in Toronto, one of the girls who was dancing

 collapsed. She had taken something, possibly E [Ecstasy] and ended up flat on her back. By the time

 I got there, people were attending to her, but nobody really knew first aid. Not even the security

 guard that was present. So I stepped in. She was in bad shape - her eyes were rolling back in her

 head, she was semi-conscious, her mouth was bleeding, supposedly from biting her tongue. We kept

 her conscious and warm till the paramedics arrived. She slowly drifted back to coherence, but her

 vital signs were worrisome. They took her to the hospital. As one of her friends was leaving, I said

 to her "I hope you'll be a good friend and not allow her to end up like this again." I admit, I am
 against drug use - I have never touched it, I don't smoke or drink, but I don't condemn others if

 they do. All I strive for is education. My message to all of you is this - you better believe how

 much it hurt me to see this seemingly mature individual in such bad shape, all because of a bad trip.

 I've now seen firsthand what the risks of recreational drug use are, and frankly they scare me. I'm

 not saying all of you should quit drugs cause I know you won't. But please, please BE CAREFUL.
 Don't end up like this poor girl did. Thank God she was alright, but she could well have not been.

 The safest drug is your own pure, internal E. the energy and adrenaline that comes from within you

 and radiates to all those around you. (newsgroup, anonymous, 1995)

 Not all those interviewed discussed the notion of "safe" drug use in
 response to questions about the links between drugs and the rave, although it
 was widely acknowledged that unsafe drug use is relatively common. These
 concerns notwithstanding, most interviewed ravers tended to de-emphasize this

 aspect of the rave, pointing out that the links between drugs and rave culture

 are too often the focus of exaggerated mass media reports. Most of the long-
 time ravers I spoke with also acknowledged that their current views on drug
 use were, in large part, gained from their own and others' (positive and
 negative) experiences with drug use. The following raver's description of his
 'career' as a rave-related drug user supports this idea:

 From my perspective being older and such I can honestly say I have done it all and reached every
 limit possible and some time to the point of almost checking out. It is sort of a "did that, done that"

 attitude now. I mean now to me drugs are just not that important to me and I know no matter how

 much I do, I will always fall short of what it used to be like with me, so I say why bother. Kids that

 "abuse" drugs are young and I was too, when I was hard-core. Everyone runs around and thinks it

 is the coolest thing going on to trip your ass off, or tweak or roll but in time even those kids one day

 wake up and go "is this really worth it." I see people who are letting drugs control them tell me "I'm

 fine, serious" and I them and I say "Dude your not, trust me." If they could only see themselves

 through my eyes. In short, drugs should be treated with respect and caution. I mean I have lost
 friends to drugs and I have almost lost myself to them. Drugs also stagnate your life growth. When

 you are abusing too much, life just passes you by and at that age you are living the best days of your

 life, it would be much nicer to live them and enjoy them at least sober most of the time. Some people

 might be surprised and really enjoy it (male raver/promoter comment in newsgroup discussion,
 November, 1998).

 Despite these concerns, most interviewed ravers also commented on the
 benefits of drug use at rave parties, and implicitly or explicitly suggested that
 drug use should be done safely, but not eliminated:

 Besides the ecstatic feeling that you get from it...it breaks down barriers. It breaks down
 preconceptions, it makes it easier to meet people, it creates an ecstatic feeling more intense that
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 anything most people have ever experienced, and you couldn't experience it without the help of the

 drug. And if you're experienced with it, rather than just going with it because it is so overwhelming

 your first couple of times, consciously you think about certain things while you are doing it. You

 think about how it changes you and how you feel while you're on it as opposed to how you feel

 when you're not and you try and take the feeling that you get when you're high and relate it to your

 own life. Do you really need social barriers, do we really need the defenses that we have and would
 life be better off if we didn't have some of the defenses that we have. Would it be easier to meet

 people, easier to communicate. It all comes down to communication because there is a lack of
 communication obviously in our society. (interview, male raver, university student, 1995)

 Ecstasy is a drug that minimizes your problems because you are in such a happy, lovey state. It

 keeps you awake and energized. It doesn't make you hallucinate, but it gets you really into
 sensation. So if you're at a club, with really loud music, house music, the sensation of music is way

 more intense, the lights are way more intense. (interview, male raver, coffee shop worker, 1998)

 Overall, arguments supporting drug use in the rave setting were manifested as

 resistance against what were perceived to be the unfair and often uninformed

 labels put on drug users and drug use (i.e., the assumption that all ravers are
 drug abusers). Often underlying this critique was the view that those who
 unconditionally denounce drug-users are hypocrites:

 Anything in excess can be life threatening, including coffee [we were both drinking coffee at the

 time]. It depends on how you do it. The bad aspects of the drugs is that people can't control
 themselves and like the feeling so much, they have to do it all the time. That's like anything, alcohol,

 computer-addiction. My dad needs a drink every night before he goes to bed. My friends get wasted

 3 or 4 nights a week at the bars. Once a week I use E and have a really positive time. I go to school

 and have a good job. Who's the bad guy here? ... [Or think about it another way], you can go spend

 forty dollars on Ecstasy and do it and party the whole night, or you can spend fifty dollars, get

 loaded [on alcohol] and get violent, act like a retard and get sloppy all night. (interview, male raver,

 coffee shop worker, January, 1998).

 Drug use was viewed in various other ways as well. Some ravers enjoyed
 the drug-induced feeling and the rave party, but were sensitive to and
 concerned about the stigma associated with drug use. For example, a female
 university varsity athlete who was interviewed was concerned about her team-

 mates findings out about her raving and, for this reason, actively hid her raver

 identity. Another university student/raver indicated that she was becoming
 more interested in the campus bar scene as she got older - and now inter-
 preted drug use as still enjoyable, but anti-social behaviour in the context of
 her university-based peer group.

 Dancing

 Combined with the music and the drugs, or just with the music, dancing was
 viewed as a sensual and aesthetically pleasing activity, both for those doing the

 activity and for those watching the activity:
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 At a rave you can dance in your own little world or you can dance with someone else or you can

 dance with a group of people. A lot of the people who go to the raves love dancing and that is why

 they are there. But that is like an offshoot of the music. Because after you listen to the music for a

 little while, the dance becomes an outward expression of how you interpreted the music. (interview,

 male raver, university student, 1995)

 Subtle contradictions did exist in the data however. On one hand, respon-
 dents discussed how dance is empowering, liberating, and sensual. On the other

 hand, it was apparent that dancing was often an activity 'on display' (i.e., for
 good dancers who enjoy being watched, and for novice dancers who are
 concerned about being watched). Although only one interviewee (a male raver

 who was a long time member of the scene - and apparently a good dancer)
 admitted that he likes dancing 'for attention', the positioning of some ravers
 'on stage' (literally and metaphorically) at more recent rave parties is evidence
 that the display of dance prowess is desirable for at least some ravers. This
 seemed to be inconsistent with the purist view of rave-dancing as an activity

 for 'escaping reality' or 'exploring one's essence', and unveiled a contradiction
 and tension in rave dance culture, since these overt dancing displays are often
 linked with concerns about the popularization of the rave scene (i.e., the in-
 creased popularity of rave clubs that sometimes feature "go-go" dancers). The
 most highly criticized example of mainstream rave-related dancing is the well-
 known Toronto dance-television show called Electric Circus (shown on
 Canada's music station MuchMusic and on CityTV), which often features
 renowned local and international rave DJs who 'spin' music while dancers
 perform for the camera. According to most interviewees, the show is an
 extreme example of the vanity and superficiality that are hallmarks of the
 'negative mainstreaming' of the scene.

 Trying to "Feel the Vibe": Identities and Reputations in the Rave

 Ideally, rave culture's focus on "losing preconceptions" and "breaking down
 barriers" would preclude ravers from being bogged down with restrictive
 impression management concerns. However, this was not the case for most
 ravers, as this section's discussion of the variations in and tensions surrounding

 rave-related styles and identities unveils.15

 15. There are several other players in the scene whose identities and reputations are central to
 functioning of the rave community. The DJs are the celebrities in the rave scene, controlling the

 music and, in part, the mood of the party. The DJ must also establish a reputation in order to
 successfully get hired by promoters to play at raves. Similarly, it is important for promoters to

 establish their ability to "throw a good party."
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 Looking the Part: Comfort and (Symbolic) Style in the Rave

 Adidas (the athletic apparel company) clothing appeared to be the label of preference. Many people

 wore Adidas shoes, Adidas jackets and Adidas pants. Other apparel companies were also evident,

 usually Converse or Nike. However, the apparel was generally "old style," meaning clothing that is

 (or appears to be) several years old. For the most part, the clothes worn were very baggy, shirts not

 tucked in and loose pants. Although many other ravers did not wear "old style" Adidas apparel, most

 still adhered to a "nostalgia" look, with older looking golf shirts (long and short sleeve), sneakers

 of any sort (old and new), and baggy pants (jeans or cords). For the most part males and females

 dressed in a similar ways. (fieldnotes, September 21, 1995)

 Various styles and looks were adopted by those who attend raves, including the

 "return to childhood" look, the "sporty" look (above), "outrageous costume
 look," the "psychedelic look" (e.g., tie-die shirts, colourful headbands, small
 sunglasses) and the "nothing special" look. Although the meanings that ravers
 gave to these various looks (their own and others) usually embodied or
 included references to 'openness, acceptance, and uninhibited self-expression',

 more extreme identities/styles in the scene, particularly the "candy raver"
 identity/style (a radical version of the "return to childhood" look), created
 some tensions among those who viewed these styles as short-term strategies to

 get attention, not authentic representations of a commitment to PLUR and the
 rave movement.

 Some of those interviewed were emphatic about the symbolic meaning of
 the clothes they wore. The "sporty" style was often considered to be a dancing-

 style, while the neo-hippie look (tie-dye shirts) embodied the PLUR philoso-
 phy. The "childlike" look symbolized a 'temporary return to innocence' for
 some ravers, a meaning consistent with these ravers' interpretations of the rave

 as a 'carefree escape'. This look for many female ravers included pig tails in
 hair, a baby's pacifier in mouth, and a 'school-girl' skirt. There are similar but

 less spectacular examples for males, who are renowned for wearing baggy
 pants (a.k.a., "phat" pants) and tee-shirts with cartoon pictures or funny/silly

 phrases or words. At raves and raver hang-outs (e.g., certain record shops and

 coffee shops on Queen St. in Toronto), I have observed male and female ravers

 carrying teddy bears, while others have been spotted 'blowing bubbles' at a
 rave with a bubble-blowing kit. One young female, who I saw at two raves
 (who looked to be around 17 years old) wears a white skirt, a white shirt, and
 a tin foil halo designed so that it sticks up over her head - an obvious attempt

 to represent the 'angel-like' innocence of a child. "Jill" explained her own
 'return to innocence' look and what it means to her:

 When I go to a rave, I have a little kid persona. I take "Jezibel" [the name of her rave persona] out

 to play. I dress in a school girl outfit." [At this point the female raver began to speak in a "little
 girl's" voice, saying silly, funny childlike things about raves]. (Returning to her normal voice) ... The

 child is very liberating...there is potential for these liberating acts in the rave scene. You have to
 exorcise your demons. (informal interview, female raver, tattoo artist, 1995).
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 The long-time ravers I spoke with suggested that as they gained more rave-

 related experience (attended more rave parties), they did not see a need to
 'show off' their raver status to others:

 I don't have any special clothes that I wear to raves. I don't go crazy with my hair or do anything

 wacky. I just go and enjoy myself. There are people who go all out in terms of costumes and that sort

 of thing are concerned and that's one of the neat things about it, you can't tell how long someone's

 been raving based on their costume or based on their outward appearance or how much they
 understand about raving based on their outward appearance. There are some people who dress
 differently because they think this is part of what they should be doing. (interview, male raver,

 university student, 1995)

 At my first rave I thought I had to have a costume of some sort and after that I just went and didn't

 worry about it anymore because I realized you don't have to dress a certain way to be a raver
 (interview, male raver, university student, 1995)

 These stylistic developments confirm the view of "identity work" as
 reflective of the "ongoing assessments, adjustments, and negotiations as the
 parties involved endeavor to work out 'self' and 'other' definitions" (Prus,
 1994, p. 398). While style was not emphasized as a method for making public
 statements (like punk rockers, for example), clearly there is a sense where
 clothing was both a homologous expression of rave values (e.g., be yourself,
 be comfortable, be free and innocent for a night), and also as a display for
 peers. Of course, and as mentioned throughout this paper, there were also
 divisions in the rave scene related to music preference that at least partially
 defined the identities of specific style/attitude groups (e.g., the inextricable link

 between "happy hardcore" music and candy ravers). However, this passage
 from 'neophyte' (sometimes 'try-hard'), to 'authentic' (and more comfortable),
 to mature/experienced (often cynical) appeared to be a consistent developmen-
 tal process.

 Exploring the 'Resistance-Passivity Continuum' in Rave Culture:
 Discussion

 With the goal of summarizing and conceptualizing the various ways that rave
 could be interpreted from the data - as a weekend escape, as an intentional
 resistance movement, as an unintentional form of deviance and so on - five

 interpretations of (or theses of) rave culture are offered here. These are:
 "purposeful-tactical resistance," "reactive-adaptive resistance," "trivial re-
 sistance," "self-aware and oblivious non-resistance," and "reproduction of the
 dominant culture." Acknowledged in this discussion is that these interpreta-
 tions of rave cultural behaviour are in many cases 'analytically close' and open
 to multiple alternate interpretations. The hope is that by making analytic
 distinctions based at least partially on the meanings that youth give to their
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 activities, a more grounded understanding of rave cultural activity (resistance-
 related or otherwise) can be surmised.'6

 Five Theses on Rave Resistance

 Thesis #1: Rave is a form of symbolic 'purposeful-tactical' resistance.

 There was evidence that some ravers were symbolically, subtly, and purpose-

 fully resisting mainstream value systems and culture. For example, the
 promotion of the PLUR philosophy and emphasis on 'breaking down com-
 munication barriers' were considered crucial 'corrections' to the violence and

 alienation that (in their view) represent the status quo. Similarly, rave-related

 drug use was, for some ravers, a subtle (i.e., not overt or 'on-display') reaction

 to a hypocritical mainstream 'critique of drugs and reverence of alcohol'.
 Others suggested how "respectful" rave partying is a strategically symbolic
 reaction to the mainstream norms of a nightclub/bar culture that is notoriously

 gendered and racially segregated. For those ravers that interpreted their
 activities in this manner, subtle resistance was an active form of resistance -

 or a concrete form of "tactical resistance" (as opposed to passive forms, such

 as McRobbie's "escape" resistance).
 These findings also showed that 'spectacular' youth cultural forms are not

 necessarily meant for public display. That is to say, although sometimes
 sensational styles (e.g., the candy raver look) and activities (e.g, frenetic, often

 drug-induced dancing) were adopted and practiced, they were not necessarily
 meant to garner attention from those outside the rave scene and certainly not

 appall or shock (although, when the styles are carried over into everyday wear

 that can stand out as peculiar) - an interesting appendage to conventional
 understandings of 'spectacular' subcultures, such as punks and skinheads.
 Furthermore, the finding that youth gave resistive meanings to their activities

 is useful as an empirical confirmation of what are often purely theoretical
 readings of subcultural groups. This is not to say that resistance must be ver-

 bally articulated for it to be authenticated, however, research findings that
 include this kind of 'first-hand' evidence supporting the thesis that subcultural

 activity is intentionally/strategically oppositional are less vulnerable to the

 16. This approach is a reaction to the highly theoretical assertions about youth resistance proposed

 by commentators like Hebdige (1979)- whose work was largely based on cursory observation
 and media analysis. Although Hebdige's 'cut'n' mix' methods were also adopted in this paper

 as part of creating a "thick description" of the rave group, this study's grounding in Chicago
 School influenced ethnographic research was crucial for unveiling the meanings and inter-

 pretations produced by subcultural members (while acknowledging that the analyst re-interprets
 these findings as part of presenting and evaluating the data).
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 common criticism that youth studies theorists "seem to have discovered
 resistance virtually everywhere" (Gruneau, 1988, p. 25), or that they tend to
 theorize resistance without any insight into the actual meanings that youth give

 to their activities (Tanner, 1996).
 In the same way, this paper's view of some ravers' cultural activities as

 subtly or 'tactically' resistant (i.e., resistant according to interviewed ravers)
 contrasts Malbon's (1998, 1999) understanding of rave-related sensual plea-
 sures as a form of unspoken tactical resistance. What Malbon views as tac-
 tically resistant (i.e., seeking and experiencing pleasure), by this paper's
 definition, is a form of 'trivial resistance'," or 'escape resistance' (i.e.,
 resistance that makes no difference). Moreover, and without overemphasizing
 the difference between unspoken escapism and spoken tactical resistance -
 the point here is that this distinction 'counts' when trying to make this
 theoretical anchorage points are sought. Returning to the findings of this study,

 to be clear, not all ravers gave subversive meanings to their activities at any

 given time, and often ravers viewed their activities in more or less resistant
 ways over their rave subculture careers (as the following theses recognize).
 Underlying these observations and others made throughout this section is the

 point that these middle class ravers are not reacting with the sense of anger or
 discontentment that tend to characterize the activities of spectacular working
 class subcultures such as punks and skinheads. Perhaps the PLUR philosophy,
 from this perspective, could be considered at least a partial reflection of the
 more 'comfortable' realities that are associated with economically and
 culturally privileged backgrounds/lifestyles.

 Thesis #2: Rave is a form of 'adaptive-reactive' resistance.

 According to many commentators, the high-speed, ever-accelerating
 technological-cultural evolutionary process that is associated with the turn of
 the millennium is threatening and oppressive, as the influx of popular books
 about coping with and/or resisting an increasingly 'digital society' demonstrate
 (e.g., Brook and Boal, 1995; Tapscott, 1997). Yet, rave culture is not only
 liberated from these constraints, but has embraced technology in profound
 ways, having integrated 'high tech' into leisure consumption so extensively
 and seamlessly that it could be interpreted as resistive to mainstream skep-
 ticism about 'postmodern' technological developments as well as to conven-
 tional perspectives on 'how technology should be used'.

 This resistance is manifested in three ways. First, some ravers' tendencies
 to over-consume and over-embrace technology could be interpreted as itself
 subversive and excessive (i.e, they are resisting by not resisting) - a stance
 akin to one taken by controversial French theorist Jean Baudrillard (1983a;
 1983b). It is worth noting, however, that the ravers I spoke with about this
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 topic seldom interpreted their behaviour this way. Their view of technology
 was, on one hand, an extension of the PLUR "breaking down barriers"
 position, and on the other, was about "progression, experimentation, and
 pleasure." In this sense, this stance does not cohere with the youths' actual
 interpretations of their activities (i.e., many of these youth did not view their

 activities as 'oppositional' per se). Clearly though, the excessive consumption
 of technology by some ravers clearly falls in the parameters of 'deviant' as
 defined by many mainstream commentators on youth who have disapprovingly

 used the term "screenagers" to describe media/computer/technology savvy

 youth. Although this argument is overly presumptuous about what constitutes

 resistance, it is a useful counter-point to conventional concerns about 'today's

 troubled youth'. This is not to say that ravers are entirely different from other

 'everyday' youth who embrace technology, except that they could be
 considered the deviant subcultural representatives of this vast group. Under-

 scoring this point though is that the ravers studied here, a predominantly
 middle class group, likely have greater access to (and, for this reason, are more

 accepting of) technology than some working class subcultures.
 Second, "techno-ravers" (i.e., those who belonged to the techno.ca group),

 in particular, are 'resisting through hyper-adaptation' (as opposed to hyper-
 consumption, as the Baudrillardian argument above suggests). They are
 leading (sub)culturalfigures in a pseudo-mainstream social development. They
 have, in a small but real way, reversed the ideological power structure of
 technological usage, flow, and manipulation. Rave culture resists the tendency

 to be paralyzed by fear of accelerated socio-cultural change. Third, and
 similarly, while taking leadership in this movement, ravers are also using
 technology in unintended, subversive, and tactical ways - having virtual
 parties, spending endless hours downloading, listening to and creating
 computer-generated music, and developing rave-related personal webpages.
 These latter two arguments about rave cultural resistance are most closely
 aligned with Stanley's (1997) interpretation of the rave as a "wild zone" - a
 subversive space existing in a broader context of over-regulation.

 The same findings though are also arguably consistent with classic
 subcultural models that emphasize the relationship between social class and
 resistive capacities. Put another way, working class youths' propensity/ability

 to 'cope' with changing social conditions in 1970s Britain using the resources
 and skills that were available to (and of interest to) them is akin to the 'coping'

 of many ravers at the millennium in Canada. Ravers in Toronto are at least in

 part, a middle class group which is (according to the pro-PLUR rationale
 provided by many ravers) increasingly alienated by 'dominator' culture that
 constructs barriers to communication and community/unity (as one raver put
 it). The crucial difference between the punks/skinheads of 1970s Britain and
 the ravers of the 1990s Canada is that Canadian middle class youth have
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 different 'coping resources' than their working-class counterparts in 1970s
 Britain who were victims of more clearly class-based oppression.

 Thesis #3: Rave is a form of 'trivial' resistance.

 In theory, rave culture is about temporarily escaping, but also gradually
 reversing the perceived societal norms of oppression, segregation and poor
 communication. The rave party is intended to act as a micro-society where
 raver-values (e.g., PLUR, openness, acceptance) can be practiced homologous-
 ly through, among other things, dance, music, and drug use. Ideally, ravers
 bring these values from the rave to their interactions with others in their day-
 to-day lives. So, in theory, rave culture is about changing society in non-
 offensive, subtle, but real ways. It is (supposed to be) about more than coping
 with and escaping from the multiple pressures of everyday living in the 1990s.

 In its ideal form, then, rave is a "quiet" social movement and raving a
 depoliticized form of resistance than can usefully and progressively alter
 everyday practices, as McRobbie (1993, 1994) has argued.

 However, the current findings showed that the 'rave doctrine' is somewhat

 abstract and open to multiple interpretations, and that PLUR, in particular, was
 decoded in distinct, and often non-resistant ways (and at times, it was not
 interpreted at all). Moreover, and without discounting the importance of
 considering and highlighting the variations of rave resistance noted throughout
 this section or the empowerment that can be gained from raving, it is crucial
 to be sensitive to the multitude of ways that a social/youth 'movement' can be
 interpreted by theorists, and the related potential for these commentators to
 overstate the actual resistive potential of the group. Similarly, it is necessary
 to be attentive to the numerous ways that resistance can be defined/played out
 (e.g., as 'subversion' or 'deviance', as opposed to social opposition). As noted
 previously, Malbon's and McRobbie's 'subtle resistance' thesis might be
 usefully reinterpreted in a way that emphasizes how the pleasure that youth
 gain from the "rave escape" is empowering, but constitutes little more than a
 "trivial" or "empty" form of resistance (or, as Cloward and Ohlin (1960) would
 suggest, a form of retreatism). That is to say, while rave's PLUR revolution
 might allow some youth to 'feel (temporary) better' about themselves, in the
 end, what was intended to be a meaningful, united, social movement is little
 more than false sense of resistance for many ravers. Furthermore, underlying
 rave-related practices that are supportive of this doctrine are tensions,
 contradictions, and complexities that undermine any "real " subtle resistances
 that might take place beyond those existing in small pockets of the rave scene.

 In the context of classic hegemony theory, it would seem then that the use

 of rave culture for coping and symbolic pleasure would be readily 'consented
 to' (by dominant groups being opposed) because the rave movement, in its pre-
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 sent form, is unlikely to threaten the authority that maintains mainstream
 commercial culture. In many respects, in fact, ravers are reproducing the domi-

 nant consumer culture agenda through their hyper-consumption of technology

 (see thesis 5). In other words, the rave is not a counter-hegemonic force. In
 fact, those aspects of rave culture considered most threatening to the dominant

 group (i.e., those related to the group's 'underground' status) have been
 effectively diluted through "strategies of neutralization" (Baron, 1989a, He-
 bdige, 1979). These strategies included: incorporation into mainstream popular
 culture (e.g., the movement toward club culture), the trivialization of the group

 (e.g., through portrayals of rave culture as a 'neo-hippie' group of 'fun loving'
 youth), and moral panic (e.g., mass mediated concerns about drug use and
 drug-related deaths at raves). Of course, moral panic led to the early censure
 of the rave subculture (e.g., raves were being increasingly closed down by
 police, costing rave promoters money). This led promoters to start using legal
 venues and increasingly more stable locations. This was the beginning of the
 movement toward mainstream rave clubs which, in effect, completed the
 neutralization process (i.e., since the culture was now become effectively in-
 corporated/commercialized, rave resistance was effectively neutralized). What

 is left (arguably) is a PLUR-related resistance that makes no difference (i.e.,
 the 'resistance' actually perpetuates the consumer culturalist agenda, while
 providing only a temporary sense of empowerment for raver revolutionaries).

 In making this argument for understanding rave in a classic model of
 hegemonic relations, it is important to note that the underlying power structure

 assumed in this analysis is not so straightforward, largely because the
 boundaries between underground and mainstream have become increasingly
 blurred - a process that does not clearly benefit ravers or 'incorporators'.
 Consider, for example, the ambiguous relationship that rave promoters have
 with mainstream and underground culture. While rave promotion is big
 business for many (e.g., investing thousands of dollars to fly in DJs from
 overseas, rent rave venues, advertise events, hire security etc.), other rave
 promoters concentrate on 'giving back to the scene' by throwing non-profit
 parties. In many cases then, the underground and mainstream collide in the
 form of 'pro-money' vs. 'pro rave' promoters. Yet even this conflict is not so
 obviously dichotomous, since many promoters struggle with their alignments
 - are they 'promoter-ravers' (money-oriented but somewhat sensitive to the
 state of the scene), or 'raver-promoters' (exclusively non-profit, or any profits
 are reinvested into the next rave party)? In this context, the subculture vs
 dominant (ideological) culture model is problematized because representatives
 of the dominant group are sometimes indistinguishable from the subculture
 members. What is left is a movement defined by its 'partial incorporation',
 thus leaving questions about how the rave philosophy and dominant rave
 culture are maintained and promoted necessarily unresolved (although
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 certainly followers of the more mainstream raves are clearly more of a 'market

 segment' than those who maintain their own semi-underground scene). Suffice

 to say here then that despite the widespread movement toward interpreting rave

 culture in postmodern frameworks, Gramsci's (1971) hegemony perspective
 and Hebdige's neutralization model both still provides balanced, comprehen-
 sive, macro-explanations of developments in the Toronto rave scene.

 Thesis #4: Rave is a form of self-aware or oblivious non-resistance.

 For many of those interviewed, rave was about seeking pleasurable and sensual

 experiences. For these individuals, raves were attended largely because they
 were relative 'safe spaces' for drug-use, places where one can dance with
 reckless abandon, watch and enjoy favourite DJs, meet new people, and spend
 time with friends. These ravers did not interpret their behaviours as subtly,
 symbolically or overtly resistant - instead focusing, quite simply, on how rave
 is a 'good time'. Consider also the finding that experienced ravers tended to
 retrospectively suggest that in their early days of raving, when they 'lost
 themselves in the partying', they were actually lost (a contrast to Malbon's
 assertion that rave is the practice of "losing yourself to find yourself'). These
 kinds of arguments problematize the idyllic "pleasure as resistance" thesis
 espoused by Malbon and McRobbie.

 The point here is that empowerment, coping, and pleasure (among other
 benefits that are sometimes readfrom rave culture) can be analytically distinct
 from resistance, subversion or transgression. As many of the more actively
 'pro-PLUR' ravers noted, too much pleasure is empirically akin to "too much
 escape" and often, "too many drugs," and "too much commitment" to rave
 culture. For these ravers, (excessive) pleasure in this context, interpreted this
 way, actually reverses the rave value system and undermines the rave doctrine.

 In this sense, the current study provides conditional support for Reynolds'
 (1997) view that, although rave is a pleasurable space for experiencing
 "sensation without pretext or context" in ideal circumstances (i.e., when rave's
 "desiring machine is running smoothly"), the inevitable tensions and
 mainstream developments in the scene have led rave from "a way of life" to
 a situation where ravers should "get a life" (Reynolds, 1997: 110).

 However, this research also demonstrated how Reynolds's view is, for the
 most part, too extreme. Although rave may have lost some of its revolutionary
 potential (if it ever had any), it was clear from the current findings that rave
 participation is empowering (if not resistant) for many youth (as Pini, Malbon
 and McRobbie correctly pointed out), and not an exclusively escapist, hedon-
 istic, and problematic space. For example, while some ravers were excessive
 and self/scene-destructive in Reynolds' sense, others were seemingly aware of
 the destructive potential of rave's "desiring machine turned fascist," but
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 participated in and embraced the pleasures that rave had to offer anyway. In
 fact, for some interviewees who were interested in a weekend escape at the
 rave, there appeared to be neither a view towards conscious resistance, or blind

 passivity. It would seem presumptuous then to assume that attendance at raves

 and participation in the excesses of rave signal either "resistance" or "gullible
 adherence."

 With this background, I offer two 'middle ground' interpretations of rave

 behaviour. The first is an updated version of Abercrombie et, al's (1980) neo-
 Marxist "dominant ideology thesis"; the second is a similarly 'balanced'
 position akin to a more postmodernist approach proposed by Muggleton
 (1997). On one hand then, self-consciously 'excessive', non-resistant rave
 participation could be theorized in a model developed around the idea that
 consent to the dominant order is less ideological and more about a "dull
 compulsion" toward passivity.17 This argument is akin to Abercrombie et. al.'s
 (1980) contention that working classes are critical of and question the
 credibility of the dominant group, but because of the "iron cage" created by the

 bureaucracies of modern society, and the "dull compulsion of the economic"

 which requires compliance in the workplace, there is little energy or motiva-
 tion for resistance. For raver youth, who debatably exist in the postmodern

 "iron cage" of mass media images, education, work, and suburban life, it could

 be argued that the complications and efforts required to resist are not 'worth

 it'. These ravers purposefully, consciously, non-resistantly and temporarily
 escape through excessive pleasures.

 That is to say, just because youth 'know what they are doing' does not make

 raving resistant - but by the same token, it does not make them duped or
 unaware either. It only makes them complacent and perhaps pragmatic. In fact,

 Muggleton's (1997: 200) challenge to scholars to consider how a postmodern
 consumer "beholds the world with a knowingness that dissolves feelings and
 commitment into irony," is the postmodern/non-ideological equivalent of
 Abercrombie et. al.. Together, these two positions, while distinct in their
 assumptions about 'the world we live in', articulate how interpretations of rave

 do not require a view of youth behaviour as an either/or dichotomy of
 resistance or passivity.

 Thesis #5 - Rave culture actively supports reproduction of the dominant
 culture

 In the process of becoming mainstream and commercialized, rave also came
 to reproduce many of the inequalities and attitudes that, in theory, it opposed.

 17. Adapted from Marx.
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 Most notably, the segmenting of the rave scene into 'hierarchies of taste'
 clearly supported Thornton's (1995) view of the club scene as a place where
 youth seek to attain "subcultural capital" in the form of cool clothes, white
 label (underground) records and so forth. In the same way, Thornton's work,
 which insightfully outlined the labelling process that operates within the
 British rave/clubculture scene (where 'authentic' ravers distinguish themselves

 from mainstream/commercial/'pop' values), were akin to the current study's
 finding that youth were critical of the 'inauthentic' movement toward rave
 clubs, of the "Electric Circus" dance show, and of most other rave spin-off
 industries. The current study also extends and informs Thornton's work by
 providing insight into how ravers' interpretations of what is 'cool' or 'hip'
 changed over time (i.e., as it related to the waning of idealism, as well as to an
 increased comfort level in the scene).

 This research also showed that, despite 'postmodern' tendencies in rave
 culture, rave can still be usefully theorized in a structure-agency framework

 that presupposes classic conceptions of ideology, resistance, and hegemony
 (and hegemonic masculinity). Consider, for example, the way ideological and
 political economic relations are played out in rave promotion (e.g., target
 marketing in a segmented rave scene, strategic rave flyer distribution, the
 move toward commercialized raves), the ways that gender inequalities are
 systemically embedded in the rave DJ/promoter occupational structure (see
 Wilson, 1998, 1999), and, more broadly, the "strategies of neutralization"

 imposed by various dominant groups. These findings inform and subtly
 contradict Muggleton, Redhead and others who have argued that rave culture
 can no longer be understood in a "depth model" (i.e., in a theory of ideology)
 of subcultures. For example, Redhead's argument that rave is characterized by
 shallowness, flatness and 'hyperreality' does not account for the clear ex-
 amples of ideological relations noted previously, although his view that there
 is a decreased possibility for resistance in the classic British subcultural theory
 sense is largely supported by these findings. Clearly though, there is a need to
 be cautious about proclaiming the "end of youth culture" (in Canada) con-
 sidering the structures at work in the Toronto rave scene.

 Conclusions

 This paper argued that research on youth culture (in Canada) could benefit
 from increased attention to complexity within subcultural groups, to the ways
 that the socio-historical conditions (at the millennium) underscore the mean-

 ings that subcultural participants give to their involvements, and to the value
 of a 'continuum of resistance and passivity' as a frame of reference for theo-
 retical analyses of youth behaviour. In the context of rave culture, a group
 labelled in both academia and popular journalism as 'the first postmodern
 subculture', this balanced approach has meant avoiding the tendency to either
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 overstate or understate the historical positioning of rave by acknowledging the

 ways that subcultural characteristics are grounded in lived experience. This has

 also meant, though, remaining sensitive to the continued importance of social

 class as a consideration when assessing the 'coping resources' youth draw upon
 in negotiating identity, the way that technology is part of the ongoing struggle

 for cultural power, and the way this struggle alters in character and meaning

 over the course of youths' subcultural careers. In the end, the hope is that
 future research on youth culture in Canada might consider the benefits of a
 more balanced and wide-ranging theoretical and related methodological
 perspective.
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